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ABSTRACT: Because of their rarity, the estimation of the statist.ks of buffer overJlows in networks of queues by direct 
simulation is very costly. An asymptotically optimal (as t.he overflow recW"rence time becomes large) scheme has been 
proposed by ot.hers, using importance sampling. In t.he exist.ing approach, a numerical minimization is required to generate 
the simulation network. This paper describes an equivalent aualytic minimization. A simple procedw'e for const.lucting the 
optimal simulation net work is included. 

1 Iutroductioll 

Thc efficient estimat.ion of the statistics of rare events has 
been of interest for a Humbcr of years . Large deviations 
theory has been applied to perform asymptot.ically optimal 
(in the sense of variancc) simulations of rare events [1]. 
More recent.]y, specific application of t.his theory has been 
made to buffer overflows in queueing nctworks [2, 3, 4, 5], 
in which large dcviations theory and llUlllCl'ical tec1U1iques 
have been used to find optimally fast simulation systcms 
for networks of queues. 

This paper addresses the large deviations approa~h 1.0 

flUding optimal simulation systems for queueiug networks, 
flUding of the optimal simulation system, in which a nu
mericalllunimizat.ion has been required previollsly. A shn
pIe direct analyt.k solution to this problem is present.ed 
here. The solut.ion to this problem has been presented 
previously for t.andem networks of M/M/l queues [4] and 
for isolated GI/GI/l queues [6]. This paper demonstrates 
that a unique solut.ion to the milumization problem exists 
for more general queneing networks. The cOl1st.ruct.ion of 
such net.works is also discussed. 

The standard theory used in this paper is outlined in Sec
tion 2. The analytic solution of the nUlumizatioll problem 
is set out in Sect.ion 3, (t.he minimality of t.his solution is 
proved in Appendix A.) 

2 Background Theory 

2.1 Importance Sampling 

In a queueing network with finit.e buffers, a certain pro
portion of packets are lost due to buffer overflows. While 
the mean time between overflows can be calculated ana
lytically for a single IVI/M/l queue (e.g. [3]), the first st.ep 
equations for a nct.work of queues cannot be solved ana
lytically because t.he order of thc characteristic equat.ion 
becomes lat·ge . Therefore, simulation is often used t.o find 
t.he reCUlTcnce time of buffer o\'erllows. Because t.he lllean 

time between ovcrJlows is la.rge in a properly dimellsioned 
network, direct. simulat.ion m.ay not be fcasible, simply be
cause of its large cost in comput.er t.inle. lIowever, usiug 
the idea of importance sampling, t.he mean t.ime betweell 

overflows can be found by simulation without incurring 
the large cost involved in direct simulation. 

The idea in importance sampling is as follows. Suppose 
we are interested in certain (rare) events occuning in a sys
tem S t.hat we can simulate on a computer. Then instead 
of simulating S we simulate a second system 5, which has 
t.he property that event.s in Sand S correspond in some 
way. III part.icular, to the rarc events A ill S correspond 
evcnts if in S. The correspondence is such that 

1. the events A in S are more frcquent. than t.he e .... enl." 

A in S, anu 

2. t.he cOllllect.ion between Sand S allows one to infer 
P(A) jf onc knows P(A). (P(A) is the probability uf 
e\'ent if in sys tem 5.) 

Now let a: be the probability that, start.ing at zero, the 
nUlllUer of customers in a queueing network hits some 
(large) value N before hitting zero again. Let T denote 
the first tiu1.e the Humber of customers rcaches N and let 
J denot.e the time to hit either 0 or N for the fU'st time 
after lcaving O. It. is not hm'd to check (sce also [3]) that 

E[l'] = !.E[J] (1) 
Oi 

Our interest is to wlderstaud how E[T] can be obtained 
by (efficient) simulation. Now, E(J] can Le easily obtaincd 
by direct simulation on S, while Oi, which will be small, 
is obtainable from S, as follows. Let us call a cydc (If 

the system S 01' S a movement from 0 t.o the fil'st time 
either zero is reached agaiu, or an overflow occurs. DdiuG 

Vk = 1 {X ",reaches N in cycle k}' For S, we have 

(2) 

Let Lk dCllote the likelihood ratio ~ dW'illg cycle: k. 
dP 

Not.ice that. t.he Lk are i.i.d . and 

(3) 

There arc frequent. OCCUlTCllCCS of the !set. {Vk = I} for 
the system "S. Wc examine p cycles foJ' 5 and esLimat.c Oi 
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by 

0' = Ll VI + L2 V2 + ... + L ,J Vp 

P 
(4) 

In the above analysis we have shown how knowing and 
simulating 8, it can be used to compute 0' and thus impor
tant statistics concerning S. But we have not described 
how one lnight choose the system S, given S. A majo,' is
sue in the use of importance sampling is how one should 
construct S from S. To an extent, the problems of ob
taining the probability of a rare event or the mean time 
between occurrences of a rare event (which are both prob
lems of excessive computer time) are being replaced by 
another difficult problem ('How should we obtain 8 from 
S1') in importance sampling. 

2.2 Large Deviations Tbeory 

Large deviations theory has been used to obtain a num
ber of asymptotic results [3] that apply not only to Jack
son networks, but also to more general queueing networks. 
Some of these, that are relevant to the results presented 
below, are sunuuarized here. 

Let et ... en be LLd random variables in Rd. Let F be the 
distribut.ion function of the -{ ek} and 111, its mean. Asswne 
that the Laplace transform of F 

M(s) =!. exp < s, z > dF(z} 
Rd 

(5) 

is fmite in a neighbomhood of O. Then the Cramer or 
Legendre transform is defmed as [1]: 

h(y) = sup [< s, y > - log .1\1(s)] 
sElld 

(6) 

For exanlple, the Cramer transform of an exponential dis
tribution with parameter ,\ is 

( { 
,\u - log(,\tl.) - 1 

h). u) = 00 
u>O 
otherwise 

(7) 

The following properties of the Crruncr transform are used 
in this paper: 

1. h(.) is conveXj 

2. h(.) is non-negativej 

3. h(y) = 0, if and only if y = m, where m is the mean 
of the distribution fWlctioll Fj 

4. h'(m) = 0 

For a network of queues, call a cycle a piece of a trajec
tory starting at the zero state and terIuillat,inl!; on Lhc first 
occasion when ciLher the toLalllll1uber of customers in the 
network exceeds some value (say N), 01' the state equals 
zero again. Call a cycle that terminates with the system 
in the empty state a cycle of the first kind, and one that 
terminates with the numher of customers in the network 
greaLel' than N a cycle of t.he second kind. LeL d be the 

nwuber of queues ill the network, .xi be the rate of external 
arrivals at queue i, "fi be the total arrival rate at queue i, 
I.£i be the virtual service rate at queue i, pi) be the rouLing 
pl'Obability from queue i to queue j and PiU be Lhe pl'OI)(\.

bility that a customer leaving queue i leaves the netwurk. 
For current pW'poses, we will asswue that. a.ll external ar
rival processcs are poisson, that all the service raLes arc 
cxponentially distributed, and that all queues al'e asymp
totically stable (Le. "f, < /-L.vi). All these parameters of 
the systcm S (Le. "f" .x" 11., and P'i) are asmmed con
stant. These parameters of the system satisfy the traffic 
equations: 

cl 

"fi = LPji'"Yi + '\i, 
i=1 

and the routillg probabilities satisfy: 

cl 

LPii = 1 
i=o 

(8) 

(9) 

Suppose 0' is the probability t.hat a cycle ends in a burrer 
overflow, (Le. that it is of the second kind,). There is a 
relation between a and a system SP:, 1-':, "f: ,]J:i ), which 
is obtained from S by varying its paramct.ecs, and which 
is used for estimating ex by simulation. TIus relation is 
del'ived by heuristic argwncllL in [3]. The parameters for 
a system S P ~, I-'~, "f:, P~ .) can be found as the argwllcnts 
aclueving milliuuzation in the following largf!-deviations 
approximation for 0': 

where 

= 
cl , 

L I P'i p, · log-
) P'i 

i=o 
1 

~ ("f~ - IJ.') 1 '> ' L...J" ''Y; I'; 

(11) 

(12) 

The in.fimum is subject to the following constraints: 

.xi, I-'i I "f: ~ 0 (13a) 

o~ P~i ~1 (131)) 
, 

"fi > 
, 

#J.i for at l~ast one i (13c) 

cl 

L:(Ai + IjD = 1 (13d) 

,=1 
cl 

L' ]Jii = ( l~le) 

i=o 
cl , 

"fi L::: ' .' (' ') \' Pji llUll "fj,II'j +, i ( l ~Jf) 

j=l 



It has been argued [I, 3] t.hat if the system 5 defmed 
by the parameters "'V:, '\~, Il' ~ and p~J is used to perform 
simulation, then this simulation is asymptotically optimal 
as the mean time between overflows grows large, i.e. as 
N becomes large. We will perform the minimizat.ion usiug 
the method of Lagrange multipliers to satisfy the equality 
constraints. The solution obtained will then be shown to 
satisfy the inequality constraint.s. 

3 The Optimal Simulation System 

In this section, a direct analytic solution is given to t.he 
minimization problem described above for Jackson net
works, (i.e. we assume that all the external arrival streams 
are poisson, and that the service times are exponelltially 
distributed.) After the mathematical details of t.he solu
tioll, some COllunents 011 interpretation are 1l1ade. A proof 
of the optimality of the solution is contained in Appendix 
A. 

3.1 Evaluation of 5 

In order to find the optimal simulation system, the argu
ments achieving the infunwn ill the exponent of (10) must 
be found, subject to the const.raint.s listed. In order to 
do this, we defUle a Lagrangian as follows, with Lagrange 
multipliers 9, bi and Ci! 

R[tA:hA
; UJ 

d (:J+ C +LMihl t , 

i =l 

tminh:, I'ill\;] + 9 ( t(A: + I'il- 1) + 
1=1 1=1 

(14) 

Each of the equality const.raint.s (13d) tlU'ollgh (13f) is 
associated with a Lagrange mult.iplier. We will assume 
without real loss of generality that queue 1 has t.he largest 
load, (i.e. PI > Pi for all i t:- I, where Pj = 0') 

Defme rj as the expect.ed number of times t.hat a cus
tomer arriving at queue i will pass subsequently through 
queue 1 before leaving the network.1 Because the rout
ing is Markovian, ri does not depend in any way on the 
previous history of a customer, e.g. whether the customer 
enters that network at queue i, or comes to queue i from 
within the network. Thus "j is also the expect.ed lItunLcr 

1 r i i.s ccuily calculaled as ~he va.1 ue of 11 when the values Ai = 1 

and Aj = 0 for j ~ i are !ubstituted into the tra.ffic equa.tions (8) . 
This is pouible because Lhe l ' i depend only 011 the routillg in the 
network, and therefore do not challge when the external arrival 

ratea are changed. 
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of visit.s t.o queue 1 of a cust.omer entcrillg t.hc nct.wOJ"k al. 

queue i. Then: 
d 

LTi'\ = "'VI 

i=1 

(15 ) 

We not.e that. ri = 0 implies that custuUlcrs an-iviug at 
queue i can never be routed through queue 1 before leaving 
the network. Also, since all customers arriving at queue 1 
must pass t.hrough this qucue before leaving the network, 
we must have Tt ~ 1. 

When the derivatives of the LagrangiaH wHh respect to 
the paramet.crs of the system S are evaluated (see Ap
pendix A), it can be shown that the following values of 
the pa."amctcrs of the system S correspond to a turuing 
point of the Lagrangiau, and are in fact the required itill-
lUUlll. 

, [ Ti 1-'1 - "Yl ] (16a) "'Vi = "'Vi 1+ ----
rl "'VI , 

,\~ ,\ . "Yi (16b) I ,-
"'Vi 

, { + ~r.-ll~J.t1-'d for i = 1 
Mi = "'VI '"1 (16c) 

Mi for i > 1 
, "'Vi (16d) PiO PiO 

minbi, ~LD 

, "Y' "Y' 
lJ ij Pij I -L for j > 0 (Wc) 

nunbi, MD "Yj 

The Lagrange multipliers t.ake values 

!J 0 (l7a) 

bi 
"'V' 

-lllog ....!. (lib) 
"'Vi 

Il uun( "'Vi, I-'i) [ "u,,(-y: ",;1 1 (l7c) Ci log - 1 
"'Vi 

In the simulat.ion systcm defined herc, wc can show that. 
queue 1 becomes unstable in 5, and that. all othcr queues 
remain stable in S. From (16a) and (16c), we can see that 
"Y~ > M~ if and only if: 

"'VI + (1'1 - 1)M1 
~L1 > , (18) 

rl 

which is true if and only if "'VI < Ml, which is given. Hence, 
queue 1 is Ullstable in 5, in the sense that the nwnbcr or 
customers resident in this queue will, on average, increase 
with time. 

Next, we show that no other queues are wlstable ill "S. 
It has been asswned that PI > PjVj t:- 1. Also, wc must. 
have "I ~ r j, because all customers ani ... ing at queHc 1 
are counted in Tt, and it is not possible 1.0 have more of 
I.hcse customers counted ill r j. Therefore : 

(lU) 

Hence, 
Pl-1 _ 1 p-:-1 - 1 ___ < _J __ _ 

(20) 
"1 rj 
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and simple manipulation yields: 

[ 
Tjttl-"Yl ] 

"Yj 1 + - --- < ttJ 
Tt 1'1 

Vj ~ 1 (21) 

Le., substituting from (16a) and (16c), we must have 

for j ~ 1 (22) 

In other words, all qucues are st.able in thc optimal simu
lation systcm except for queue 1. 

This instability of queue 1 satisfies the last of the in
equality coustraints in (24) (that 1': > tt: for somc i). It 
is shown in the appcndix t.hat the othel' inequality con
straints are satisfied. 

3.2 Interpretation 

While no physical understanding is necessary to gener
ate an asymptotically optimal simulat.ion system using the 
above equations, it is nonetheless useful to see the meaning 
of the above transfOlmation. 

• Only the dominating queue, (Le. the queue with the 
largest load,) becomes unstable in the simulation sys
tenl, as was shown above. 

• Tj = 0 implies that 110 cus tomers passing through 
queue i reach queue I, and, from (loa), that 1': = 
"Yj. Hence, (16b) implies that Ai = Aj, Le. arrival 
rates are changed only at external inputs from which 
customers may be routed to t.he dominatiug queue. 

• The arrival rate at the dOl1unating queue in the sim
ulation system is always the same as the service rate 
of t.his sallle queue in t.he original system. 

• The rate of customers leaving t.he network at external 
outputs remains unchanged in the shl1ulatioll syst.em. 
(16d). This can be seen in (16d), where it is clear 
that pio minh:, ttD = ]Jio"Yi, 

• Only those pads of t.he network that can cont.ribut.e 
to contribute to overflows in the uriginal system con
tribute to overflows in the simulat.i01l system, That. 
is, it is possiblc for customers to be routed frolll one 
queue to another in t.he simulation system if and oHly 
if it is possible in the original system. Tlus can be 
seen from (16e), where it. is clear that pi j > 0 if and 
only if Pi; > o. 

• The average behaviow' of the simulation system de
scribed here is the salllC as t.hat of (,he reverse-time 
model in the period iHullcdiatcly before an ovcrHow 
occurs [5, 7]. 

It should also be Hoted (perhaps slll'prisiugly) t.hat the 
distributions of sCl'vicc tilllcs fur queues ot.her I.han that 
dominating the ovcdlow statistics are 110t re<llured to be 
exponential, and the external arrival processes at queues 
from whkh there is no direct pat.h t.o the input of queuc 1 
(i.e. Tj = 0) need not be poisson. Both of these facts are 
demonstrated in Appendix A. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper has extended the previously knowll theory for 
generating optimal (in the sense of val'i 'Ulce) importance 
sampling simulation systems, demonstrat.ing a silllplc all<\
lytic method for the construction of such systellls, rcnlO\'
ing the need to perform numerical llliJlimizations, This 
derivation did not require the assumption of exponcntial 
service rates on queues other than that. dominatillg the 
overflow statistics, In some cases, it is also possible to 
remove the assumption that arrival streams arc poissun. 

Tlus work could be extended further by fmding the op
t.hual simulat.ion system for networks where the arrival 
streams arc not poisson, and to the case where the ser
vice times of the donunating qucue al'e not exponeutial1y 
distributed. 

A Proof of Optimali ty 

In this section, it is shown that the set of equations given 
in Section 3 defiucs a global llunimuJU of the exponent uf 
(10) . First., it will be shown that. these cquations COITC

spond to a tum.illg point, and then t.hal. this point is ill 
fact. the required miIumulIl . As in the ~rcviolls text, W ~ 

will use the symbol S to represent t,he ori~inal systcm, a/l( 1 
S to represent thc illlportallcc-sampling ~ystCHl gcnerate.1 
by large deviations. 

A.1 Evaluation of Derivatives of Lagl'angiau 

Let 

II 

where nand J(i are as defincd in the main text. Then the 
extrcma of H subject to the cqualit.y constraints (13d) 
tlU'ough (13f) arc fOWId by setting the partial derivatives 
of the lagrangian to zero; the relcvant equations are: 

fJC A~ 
(24) 

8Ai 
R log .2. + !J + bi = 0 

Ai 

fJC { . n [II + log ~ + 2:;=0 pii log ~] 
2:d b' "(25) 

8/-ti +9 + j=1 jP'j "f. > J.'. ,.'. 
Rlog~ +9 otherwise 

0 

AC Ununhi, ~D [I + log vi. 1 + Ci = 0 (20) 
fJpio = 

PiO 

ClC . , , [ vi, 1 (27) 
fJpL 

- Rnun("Yj,tt , ) 1 + log Pij 

+bj nun("Yi, tti) + Cj = 0 for j :.> 



{ 
-RH - bi 1': > J.Li 

ac I 

R2:
d 

'I ~ 
al't 

j=O Pij og Pij (28) 

+ 2:;=1 bj]Ji j - bi otherwise 

0 
d 

ac 
L (A~ + J.L:) - 1 = 0 = (29) 

ag 
i=l 

d 
ac 

A' + L . (' ')' , = i mm I'j"'£j ]Jj i - I'i = 0 (30) 
abi 

j=1 

d 
ac 

LP~j -1 = 0 (31) = aCi 
j=o 

It can be shown by direct substitution of (16a) tIu'ough 
(16e) and (17a) through (17c) that these equations are sat
isfied by the solution outlined in Section 3. Therefore, it is 
clear that these equations define at least a tW'Hing point of 
H, wIder the equality constraints in (13d) through (13f). 
It will be shown later that tIus solution also satisfies the 
inequality constraints (13a) through (13c). In the follow
ing sections it will be shown that this solution is in fact a 
global minimum. 

A.2 Evaluation of Optimal Simulation System 

Given a system S(Ai,J.Li , I'i , ]Ji j ) whose parameters define 
a tw'ning point of H, we assume without loss of generality 
that I queues are unstable in S, and that (after renUlll
bering if necessary) the queues are nwnbered such that 
queues 1 through I are wlstable and all others are sta
ble. For the moment, we do not suppose that WIder tlus 
nwnbering, queue 1 is the most heavily loaded. 

Let Tij be the expected number of times that a customer 
an-iving at queue i will pass tluough qucue j before leaviug 
the nctwork, and let I' = (rij) and p = (Pi j ) for i,j E 
[1, d], (Le. p and I' are square matrices of dimension d.) 

Just as in the main text, where ri was the value of 1'1 

when Ai = 1 and Aj = 0 for j ::p i, here we have that Tij is 
the value of I'j when Ai = 1 and Ak = 0 for k ::p i. Hence, 

and 

Therefore, 

d 

I'j = L "ijAj 

;=1 

I' = 1 + pr 

(I - p) I' = 1 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

As has been argued previously for tandem networks of 
queues [4], physical constraints require that 9 = O. The 
reason for this is t.hat 9 is the rate of change of C with 
the SUln of the arrival and service rat.es, i.e. the scaling 
of t.ime, and we do not expect the probabilit.y that a cycle 
exits rather than retw'ns to zero t.o depend on the scaling 
of time. Therefore, we require !J = O. Then (25) yields 

J.L~ = J.Li for i > I. 
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Using (21) to substitute for bi in (27), and using alsu 
(26), we have for i,j E [I,d]: 

p' A" -2... = ...i... PiO 
IJij Aj PiO 

(35) 

Now consider the first equation of (25) . Recognize from 

(28) that RH = -bi = I-Hog ~ for i E [1,1]. Substitute , 
also for ~pi: using (35) .s There results t.he frrst equation 

IJ 

of (36) below, after simplifying. In a similar way, using 
the second equation of (28), and substituting for bi and 
P~ ' i7' the second equation of (36) results: (25) hnd (28), we 

obtain: 

pio = { ~~ 
PiO it i> I 

Hence from (35), for j ~ 1: 

_= 1 1 1 
pi j {~Xt ~ i ~ I 
Pij ~.u i> 1 

>'j >'i 

(36) 

(37) 

(We observe that these equations are consistent with the 
solution of t.he mitumization problem set out in the main 
text, where 1=1.) Replacing pij in (31) with the expan
sion available in (36) and (37) gives: 

~(I-cl.) 
>., >'1 #-'1 

( 
.:.:.l. 

) ( ) 
>., PlO 
~ ]J20 

~(I-!i) (1- p) >'2 + >./ 1'/ 

0 
>.' PdO 
i!-

0 
(38) 

Also, fmlll (9), we have: 

(1- p) ( ~ ) (39) 

Eliminating t.he IJiO terms from (38), using (39), and sub
stituting l' f01" (I - p) -1, we obtain: 

\I 1:\'. ( H") Ai . L ') p"J - = 1 + Ttj - 1 - -
Ai . ,\j p.j 

)=1 

(40) 

From (25), for queues with index i ~ I, we obt.ain: 

o R [H + log J.Li + t IJij log P~j 1 + t bjJ~:V) 
J.LI j=o PI) j=1 

= 

R [~ (pi ' log l} ~j >..j)] fl'OlU (36) (,12) 
L.J ) Pi ' )..'. 
j=1 J J 

, pio 
R(1 - PiO) log

PiO 
from (31) and (35) (43) 
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i.e. since R calUlOt be zero, for i E [1, I], pio = PiO, or 
pio = 1. Clearly, it is the ru·st. solut.ion in which we are 
interested, since P~o = 1 implies 1)~ . = 0 for all j > 0, and 
hence from (35), that Aj = 0 for ail queues t.o which cus
tomers can be routed in one step from queue i. Therefore, 
from (36), we have: 

J.L' Ai 
-!. = - = constant Vi < I 
J.Li ,\~ -

(44) 

I 

i.e. for all queues that are unstable in S, the ratio !::i 
~i 

takes the same value. 
Now, in order for (29) to hold, we must have: 

d 

o L)A~ + J.LD - 1 

i=1 

= Pi Pi 
( 

') I ( ') 1 - J.Li - ~ J.Li 1 - J.Li ( 45) 

With a small anlount of manipulat.ion, in particular using 

the fact tllat ~ I -_ ~'; • r ' < I' b 'f' -:-t JS constant 101' t _ ,It can e 
i ~i 

shown that: 

(
J.Ll + ... + JL]) 

A~ = Ai 
'"Yl + ... +'"YJ 

for i ~ I (46) 

Therefore, assuming that a solution exists for which there 
are I unstable queues in S, as postulat.ed above, and sub
stituting for bi from (24) in (28) for i ~ I, we havc: 

H = log (1-/'1 + .. . + 11
,]) 

'"Yl + .. . + '"Y] 
(47) 

The postulat.e t.hat. t.here are a part.icular I unst.able queues 
in S corresponding to a tuming point. of If has led t.o 
the conclusion that. only one set of values (.\~, J.Li, '"Y:, P~j) 
apparently give a tW'Jling poiut; note howevel' t.hat. for 
these values to actually give a llu'uing point, t.hcre would 
have to be satisfied at the solution point the conditions 
'"Y: > J.L~ for 1 ~ i ~ I, as well as the other inequality 
conditions in (24). If thcse conditions are not sat.isfied, 
the post.ulate that a particular I queues are unstable is 
inconsistent with t.here being an associated turning point 
of H. 

Now consider all possible values of I, and all possible 
selections of I queues. With each such selection, t.here is 
a potential tW'ning point for Il, (which will actually be a 
turning point ouly if the post.ulated inst.ability condit.ion 
is act.ually fulfilled at. t.he solut.ion poin!..) The set of as

sociated values of H has a minimum element, obtained by 
choosing only the queue wit.h the highest load in S to be 
unstable in S, since jf * > ~ for all i '# 1, 

11.1 (/I.i t + ... + J.t;l ) log - < log 
'"Yl '"Yi 1 + ... + '"Yir 

(48) 

unless i 1 = 1 and i2 ... i] are empl,y. 

The solut.ion point obtained above for t.he assumpt.ion 
t.hat queuc 1, and no other queue, is UIlst ,t~ble in S t.ums 
out to always lead to queue 1, and no othcr queue, being 
unstable; this is est.ablished in the text. Further, the othcr 
inequality constraints in (24) hold; this if; established in 
the next section. Hence, the minimum of t.he set of possi
ble values of If is actually attained. 

A.3 Satisfaction of Inequality Constraints 

The use of the method of Lagl'angc multipliers ensures 
that the equality constraints of (24) are satisfied. We have 
already shown ill the main text that the third of the in
equality const.raints, requiring that at least one queue in 
the simulation syst.em becomes wlst.able, is satisfied by 
the solution presented here. (In fact, wc showed that 
just one queue is wlstable.) It remains to be shown t,hat 

A~, J.Li,'"Y: ~ 0 and 0 ~ P~j ~ 1. 
Firstly, it is clear from (16a) that '"Y: > 0 Vi, sincc wc 

know that all queucs in S are stable (i.e. J.Li > '"Yi.) lIcllee, 
(16b) shows that ,\: > 0 Vi. From (!Gc), because rt ~ I, 
it is clear that, wc must have 1< > 0 Vi. 

Given t.he above, (16d) and (16e) imply pi j ~ O. The 

requiremcnt pi j ~ 1 is enforccd by the equality constraint. 

Lj P~j = 1. lIence, all the inequality const.raints are sat
isfied. 
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